The road half traveled: agricultural market reform in Sub-Saharan Africa
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ARTICLE

This article, first published as a food policy report in 2000 by the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI, www.ifpri.org), is reprinted with IFPRI's permission. It is based on "Reforming Agricultural Markets in Africa" a book recently published for IFPRI by the Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002.

During the past two decades, most countries in Sub-Saharan Africa undertook extensive economic reforms to reduce the role of the government and increase the role of the market in their economies. Because of the importance of the agricultural sector in the region, agricultural market reforms occupied a central place in these liberalization efforts. Agricultural reforms included the removal of price controls, deregulation of agricultural marketing, closure of state-owned enterprises that monopolized agricultural trade, and changes in the foreign exchange market to provide greater incentives for exports. The expectation was that improving price incentives for farmers and reducing government intervention in the agricultural sector would be enough to generate a supply response and allow well-functioning markets to emerge quickly.

Almost two decades later, the general consensus is that the reform programs in Sub-Saharan Africa have not met expectations. Average annual growth rates of per capita gross domestic product (GDP) and agricultural value-added have been negative throughout the 1980s and 1990s. Economic
performance has trailed that of other developing regions (Figure 1). At the beginning of the 21st century, Sub-Saharan Africa confronts a number of daunting problems: extensive hunger, malnutrition, poverty, resource degradation, and the spread of AIDS. Because the majority of the region’s population remains dependent on agriculture for its livelihood, well-functioning and efficient agricultural markets continue to be key to improving Sub-Saharan Africa’s economic health.

This report reviews the extensive evidence on agricultural market reforms in Sub-Saharan Africa and summarizes the impact reforms have had on market performance, agricultural production, use of modern inputs, and poverty. The report offers eight recommendations for completing the reform process and developing a new agenda for agricultural markets in Sub-Saharan Africa.

**The need for agricultural reform**

Why were agricultural market reforms needed? Answering this question calls for a look at the agricultural policies of the 1960s and 1970s and the problems that resulted.

**Agricultural policies before reforms**

From independence through the 1970s, African governments played a relatively large role in national economies, and the agricultural sector was no exception. Policymakers held the common view that private traders were exploitative and that markets could not be trusted with the critical task of feeding the nation. Furthermore, they equated economic development with industrialization, relegating agriculture to the role of supplier of labor, raw material, and cheap food to industry. Small-scale agriculture was seen as inherently inefficient because uneducated farmers were unable or unwilling to apply modern techniques such as mechanization.

Because of these views, state enterprises (often inherited from colonial powers) were given the responsibility of organizing food markets and fixing nationwide prices for farmers and consumers. Their success in doing so varied (Box 1). State enterprises also managed export crop production by farmers by providing inputs on credit, fixing crop prices, and monopolizing the processing and export of the crop. The prices farmers received were generally low because of taxation or high costs incurred by state enterprises, or both. In many countries, export crop prices averaged less than half the world market rate. State enterprises also monopolized the import and distribution of fertilizer and other inputs, which were often supplied to farmers at subsidized prices and on credit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Postindependence state Intervention in food markets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The nature and extent of postindependence state intervention varied widely among Sub-Saharan African countries, depending in part on their colonial legacies. In general, state intervention in the food sector before market reform can be distinguished by its support for, discrimination against, or relative neutrality toward agricultural production. In countries committed to supporting agriculture, such as Kenya, Zambia, and Zimbabwe, the use of subsidies for inputs, credit, and transport costs promoted smallholder incomes, albeit at a substantial fiscal cost. Countries in which pre-reform policies discriminated against agriculture, such as Ethiopia, Guinea, Madagascar, and Mozambique, banned smallholder incomes by banning private trade and engaging in direct food distribution through rationing. But countries with few colonial settlements and no single dominant crop, such as Ghana and Cameroon, hardly intervened in food markets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pressure for reform

Pressure for economic reforms came from several sources. In the 1970s, commodity prices boomed, allowing governments to expand their operations and greatly increase the size of the civil service. When commodity prices declined in the late 1970s, governments found it difficult to cut expenditures, resulting in large fiscal deficits. Significant losses incurred by state-owned enterprises exacerbated these deficits. Governments generally used monetary expansion to cover the deficits, thus causing inflation. Because exchange rates were fixed, inflation made export commodities less competitive on the international market, simultaneously increasing incentives to import goods that could be produced locally. Import tariffs and other barriers, already kept high to protect domestic industry, were increased further to stem the growing flow of imports.

These policies often had adverse effects on farmers and on the agricultural sector generally. Explicit taxation, the high marketing costs of state enterprises, and the over-valuation of the currency hurt export crop production in particular. In countries with repressive food marketing policies, farmers switched into unregulated crops such as roots and tubers. The emergence of parallel or black markets and cross-border smuggling provided additional evidence of the failure of interventionist policies. Although inputs were subsidized, budget constraints and bureaucratic problems often led to shortages and delays in delivery of these goods.

Inflation, stagnant economic growth, and shortages of consumer goods created doubts about the existing economic strategy. For many countries, however, significant reforms were postponed until trade deficits began depleting foreign reserves and could no longer be covered by foreign borrowing. At this point, political leaders were forced to seek funding from the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), accepting the policy conditions that were attached. Although the process was not uniform across the region, almost all countries adopted a series of economic reforms, including agricultural market liberalization, during the 1980s and early 1990s.

The nature of the reforms

The agricultural reforms introduced by the World Bank and IMF were designed to reduce or eliminate the bias against agriculture and open the sector to market forces. The reforms were based on two beliefs: that reducing or eliminating state control over marketing would promote private-sector activity and that fostering competitive markets would lead to increased agricultural production. To these ends the reforms included four types of measures:

* liberalizing input and output prices by eliminating subsidies on agricultural inputs such as fertilizer and credit, by bringing domestic crop prices in line with world prices, and by ending the practice of imposing a single price for all regions and seasons;

* reducing overvalued exchange rates by partially liberalizing the market for foreign exchange;

* encouraging private-sector activity by removing regulatory controls in input and output markets, lifting restrictions on the internal movement of food crops, and relaxing delivery quotas, licensing arrangements, and similar regulations;
* Restructuring public enterprises and restricting marketing boards to activities such as providing market information and maintaining security stocks.

**How far did reforms go?**

**Some reforms were partial**

The pace and extent of reforms have varied widely across countries and crop subsectors (*Tables 1 and 2*). For the most part, reforms were not fully implemented. For example, many governments liberalized internal trade but maintained a state monopoly over external trade (*Box 2*). In other instances, although fixed prices were eliminated, price bands for food crops were imposed to limit market price fluctuations and protect consumers and producers from the allegedly "exploitative" behavior of private traders. State-owned enterprises remain active in several commodity subsectors, notably cotton in West Africa and maize in Kenya, Malawi and Zimbabwe.

---

**Box 2**

**Partial reform in Senegal's groundnut market**

Intervention in Senegal's groundnut market was designed to protect the country's parastatal processing mill, which contributes a large share to Senegal's export earnings. Because this revenue is so important, the government has fought to maintain some control over the unshelled groundnut subsector. The country still has official pricing schemes and regulatory controls over the unshelled groundnut market, so the subsector faces many of the same problems it faced before the reforms were initiated. Private-trader involvement remains limited because of the uncertainty of the policy environment. Moreover, the existence of parallel marketing channels, one official and the other unofficial, means that prices vary widely over time. The result is an underdeveloped and inefficient marketing system for groundnuts, with high processing costs that may ultimately prevent Senegal from competing in international markets.

**Policy reversal was common**

Many countries reversed reforms as a result of external shocks or changing economic conditions. Malawi, for instance, reinstated fertilizer subsidies that were to be phased out in the mid-1980s because currency devaluation and the severance of transport routes through Mozambique significantly raised fertilizer prices. Zambia reversed maize market liberalization under pressure from urban consumers who faced higher prices. In general, countries did not follow a linear path toward liberalization, and reforms often were not seriously implemented until the early to mid-1990s (*Box 3*).
Government commitment was weak

A slow and incomplete reform process resulted from several factors, including weak commitment on the part of African policy-makers to reforms imposed by donors, fear of disturbing existing patron-client relationships, and concern over losing important sources of public revenue. Reforms designed to eliminate the rents and privileges enjoyed by public enterprise employees met with strong resistance. And because governments negotiated and implemented the structural adjustment programs, they often continued the old ways of doing business. For the most part governments did not encourage the participation of important constituents such as private businesses and nongovernmental organizations, choosing instead a top-down approach. At the same time, governments themselves rarely felt the sense of ownership necessary to sustain the reform effort. The resulting climate of uncertainty and mistrust affected private investment, because private businesses were generally reductant to invest in countries where governments lacked credibility.

Reforms were most comprehensive in the food sector

In general market reforms were more comprehensive in food markets than in export crop or input markets. The main reason for this difference was that the purchase and sale of export commodities brought considerable revenue to many governments, while food-crop marketing typically brought losses. In much of Africa, government intervention is still pronounced in the input sector, which traditionally has been more heavily controlled than cereal trading and distribution. Although multinationals and private traders have penetrated the fertilized and seed markets in many countries, state-owned enterprises still dominate those markets in Benin, Ethiopia, Mali, Malawi, Senegal and elsewhere. In Mali, for example, two state enterprises account for 95 percent of fertilizer distribution. In Benin, the cotton parastatal distributes 85 percent of the fertilizer. Although it contracts private companies to import and deliver fertilizer, it fixes prices based on the average bid.

Impact of the reforms

How successful has agricultural market reform been in Sub-Saharan Africa? How has it affected market performance, agricultural production, input use, farm productivity, and poverty? The available evidence shows clear progress in some areas and mixed results in others.
Market performance

Assessments of market performance since the reforms have focused on the expansion of private trading, reductions in marketing margins, and increases in market efficiency (measured by the degree of market integration). In general all three areas have seen improvements since the 1980s. However, further expansion of private trade faces many constraints and marketing boards are still active in some countries.

Private trade has expanded

Market liberalization has encouraged private trade, even in cases where parastatals are still active. Small private traders have emerged in response to increased market opportunities. In certain export markets, the presence of multinationals has fostered a well-coordinated domestic private-trading sector. In Tanzania, multinationals contract with private, domestic traders to buy tobacco and cashew nuts from small farmers, and these traders have little difficulty accessing credit or finding buyers. In Malawi, small farmers sell their tobacco on auction floors to international buyers, something only large estate farms could do before the reforms.

Further expansion is constrained

Private dealers are constrained by lack of credit and uncertainty about the government’s commitment to reform. The lack of access to credit and working capital is a significant barrier to further expansion of private trade, preventing traders from moving into areas such as wholesale commerce, transport and storage. Uncertainty about the role of the state has led to a vicious cycle of mistrust and speculative behavior that hampers the reform process in East and Southern Africa. Other constraints to private-sector expansion include lack of adequate market information, poor roads and communications infrastructure, limited access to storage and transport facilities, and unclear property rights.

Box 4

Input market liberalization and private trade in Madagascar

Madagascar has experienced positive gains from liberalization in terms of private trader participation. The level of competition is relatively high and barriers to entry are low. Enterprise traders are not held back by policy constraints in either the input or output market. Yet other serious constraints exist, especially poor infrastructure and a lack of access to credit. The transportation infrastructure is so under-developed that transportation costs for individual traders account for about 50 percent of total business costs. High interest rates (up to 20 percent) often prevent traders from borrowing. In addition the volume of trade in inputs has remained small, in part because small farmers often cannot afford modern inputs. Input prices for inputs such as fertilizers are high, and a shortage of information (including extension services) further limits demand.

Marketing boards are still active

Marketing boards also continue to constrain private trade. Grain marketing boards in most countries of Sub-Saharan Africa were restructured and given responsibility for a few functions: developing a market information system, stabilizing prices, and ensuring food security, in part by maintaining stocks. But many marketing boards lack the money to support prices and in some countries are still active in the grain trade, competing with private dealers. The combination of the private sector’s
uncertainty about future policy and state involvement in grain trading makes for volatile grain markets. In Benin, Côte d'Ivoire, Mali and Senegal, parastatals continue to handle the majority of marketing and distribution for export crops.

Marketing margins have narrowed

Marketing margins defined as the spread between producer and consumer prices have fallen from prereform levels, reflecting the lower marketing and processing costs of a more competitive private sector. In turn, this has improved transmission of world prices to farmers and forced real consumer prices downward.

Two main factors have helped reduce marketing margins in maize markets. First, in East and Southern Africa, private-sector participation in grain marketing and milling and the liberalization of interregional trade have narrowed the margins between producer and consumer prices for maize meal and increased consumer access to maize markets. When the government stopped subsidizing large maize mills, many households began buying from smaller mills where maize meal was cheaper, raising market share for these small enterprises. Second, price spreads between surplus and deficit regions have declined.

Cereal market liberalization in Mali, for instance, has reduced transaction costs for private traders (who no longer need to operate on the black market) and increased the flow of cereals from surplus to deficit areas.

Marketing margins have decreased similarly in the export crop sector, in countries where export market liberalization has occurred. The producer's share of the f.o.b. (free on board) price is the best measure of how well the reforms have succeeded in passing on the benefits of liberalization to producers. The producer's share of the f.o.b. price has ranged from 64 to 98 percent in Cameroon, Malawi, Tanzania and Uganda, where markets have been widely liberalized. But in Benin, Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana and Senegal, where reform has been slow or nonexistent, the producer's share has remained low between 37 and 62 percent.

Markets have become increasingly integrated

In general, market integration is measured by how well price signals are transmitted among markets. Integrated markets allow for the efficient flow of commodities from surplus to deficit regions. While the level of market integration in Africa remains lower than in other developing countries, it has improved since the reforms were instituted. In part this improvement has depended on the prereform situation. For example, countries such as Benin and Ghana, where the private sector controlled food marketing before liberalization, have developed better-integrated grain markets than countries such as Malawi and Madagascar, where parastatals dominated food marketing. Most of the improvement is the result of increased private-sector participation in trading activities participation that has fostered the efficient transmission of information and prices among markets.

Agricultural production

The basic premise of agricultural market reform is that improving the incentive structure for small farmers (in the form of higher prices and well-functioning markets) will generate a positive supply response, increasing both agricultural output and income levels. But the average growth of agricultural production per capita has been negative in Sub-Saharan Africa since the 1970s. For small farmers in some countries, reform has meant the elimination of government input and
credit subsidies a loss that has kept yields stagnant or reduced them. Where production growth has occurred, it is the result of increases in the amount of land under cultivation rather than of yield increases. And where producers have benefited, the bulk of the gains have gone to export and cash-crop farmers with access to credit and modern inputs (such as fertilizer).

**Food production has stagnated**

Although positive changes have occurred in some sectors and countries, overall food production per capita in Sub-Saharan Africa has stagnated. West African countries have performed better in terms of food production than countries in East and Southern Africa, for several reasons (Figure 3). First, the food markets in West Africa have traditionally been more open than those in other parts of the continent. Second, the 1994 devaluation in West Africa increased the relative price of imported foodstuffs, boosting the demand for local food crops. Finally there is some evidence that because of higher prices received by cash-crop producers, fertilizer use on cash crops has increased in some West African countries (Benin, Burkina Faso, Mali). Increased access to fertilizer and cash income from export crop production has also allowed farmers in parts of West Africa to use more fertilizer on food crops. In contrast, food crop production in several East and Southern African countries has declined because the elimination of food subsidies has resulted in lower farm-gate prices for maize.

The food supply response in Sub-Saharan Africa has been limited by structural and institutional constraints that have persisted despite market reforms. Nonprice factors can have a more profound impact than prices on aggregate agricultural output. These factors include the condition of infrastructure (such as roads, irrigation schemes, and communication networks); the availability of marketing services, modern inputs, and credit (especially in rural areas); and government support in the form of research and extension services, human capital development, and commitment to reform. Physical factors such as the weather and soil quality also affect output.

**Export crop production has increased**

Export crops have responded more strongly to liberalization than foodgrains. Most price changes have favored tradables, making export crops more attractive than domestic staples. Export crops were also taxed more heavily before the reforms, making their postreform response particularly vigorous. In addition, price control was far less effective for food than for export crops, so that farmers growing food crops were less affected by official prices (and more responsive to unofficial prices) than farmers growing export crops. Cash-crop sectors such as cotton in Benin and Mali, cashew nuts in Mozambique, and Tanzania, and coffee in Uganda have been among the most responsive to reforms, largely because of higher producer prices, exchange rate liberalization, privatization, infrastructure investment, and improved input supply.

**Input use**

The use of modern inputs declined in some countries more so for food than for cash crops, and in part because of the elimination of input subsidies. The lack of well-functioning agricultural credit markets to finance purchases of inputs has exacerbated the problem. In general, the use of fertilizer, arguably the most important purchased input in African agriculture, is still very low, especially compared with other developing countries (Table 3).
Fertilizer prices have risen

A number of reforms have affected fertilizer prices, including the elimination of fertilizer subsidies, the depreciation of the real exchange rate, and liberalization of fertilizer imports and distribution. The fertilizer-crop price ratio has more than doubled in four out of ten countries examined (Benin, Ghana, Nigeria, and Tanzania) and increased at least 50 percent in three more (Malawi, Senegal, and Zambia). On the other hand, the fertilizer-crop price ratio fell in Ethiopia, Kenya, and Zimbabwe.

Fertilizer use declined before rebounding slightly

Fertilizer use rose steadily from 1970 until 1992 (Figure 4). The positive trend stopped in 1992 as fertilizer use dropped more than 20 percent in 1994 and 1995 before partially rebounding in 1996. The drop in Nigerian fertilizer use, which accounts for more than one-third of fertilizer use in Sub-Saharan Africa, explains the decline in fertilizer consumption in 1994 and 1995. Fertilizer application rates, expressed as kilograms of nutrients per hectare of arable land, generally followed the trend in use.

Declining demand for fertilizer since liberalization has led to speculation that fertilizer market reform has had adverse effects on agricultural productivity and rural incomes. Indeed, some of the effects of fertilizer reform have been less positive than expected. Cost savings from privatization have not been enough to prevent prices from rising as subsidies were removed. Despite the increased availability of fertilizer through new, more efficient delivery networks, demand remains weak. Increased fertilizer-crop price ratios mean that many farmers have been reluctant to increase their use of fertilizer, and in some countries farmers use less fertilizer than they did before the reforms.

On the other hand, fertilizer market reform has fulfilled expectations in some respects. Comparing the early 1980s and the mid-2000s, fertilizer use has fallen in 7 of the main fertilizer-using countries, but increased in 14. Countries devoting a higher share of fertilizer to cash crops have seen fertilizer use grow relatively rapidly through the reform period. This includes most of the cotton-producing countries of West Africa. In contrast, countries using fertilizer mainly on maize, such as Ghana, Malawi, Tanzania, and Zambia have seen slower growth and some declines in absolute fertilizer use.

Effects on production and income are negligible

It is difficult to find evidence of any adverse impact of fertilizer market liberalization on agricultural production in Sub-Saharan Africa. Agricultural production appears to be more sensitive to weather, agricultural policy, and shifts in exchange rates than to fertilizer policy. The removal of subsidies and subsequent increases in the fertilizer-crop price ratios have had negligible impacts on welfare. The changes affected approximately 15-35 percent of rural households (that is, those that used fertilizer) and had a greater impact on relatively larger farms located in high-potential areas because these farms benefited the most from fertilizer subsidies. Several estimates suggest that fertilizer subsidy removal reduced rural income by 1-2 percent at most. On the other hand, the positive effects of better availability, timing, and product choice have not been evaluated.

Access to credit for input use has decreased

Access to credit for input use has declined in cases where state-sponsored credit systems have collapsed. The decline in input use in Sub-Saharan Africa is most serious in countries where input and
credit subsidies were eliminated at the same time, and where fertilizer is mostly applied to maize (such as in Malawi). In Tanzania, where inputs on credit are not available and export markets are no longer dominated by state-owned enterprises, input use on cotton has also declined. In contrast, in countries such as Benin and Burkina Faso, where cotton inputs are available on credit through the government, input use has increased and has had positive spillover effects on food production.

The integrated cash-crop marketing and input distribution system provided by state-owned enterprises allowed inputs to be purchased on credit. But the private sector has not been able to provide inputs on credit to farmers because of its inability to enforce loan repayment. Under parastatal marketing arrangements, farmers often received seed, pesticides, and fertilizers from the parastatal. The cost of those inputs was later deducted from what the parastatal paid for the crop. With multiple outlets now available, the farmer is not obliged to sell the crop to the entity that advanced funds for inputs. This situation has prevented the private sector from offering inputs on credit.

*Total factor productivity has increased*

Changes in total factor productivity, defined as the amount of total output generated by all factors used in production, provide the most accurate measure of national and regional productivity trends. Total factor productivity stagnated throughout the mid-1960s and 1970s but appears to have increased in the 1980s and 1990s. The lagged effect of research expenditures and policy reform account for as much as two-thirds of the growth in total factor productivity during the 1980s. This raises questions about whether the recovery in the 1980s is sustainable in the long run given the reduction in research expenditures throughout the reform period. Countries such as Kenya and Zimbabwe, for example, have not experienced significant increases in food productivity since liberalization. In these countries the elimination of public support for small farmers cost there producers access to affordable modern inputs. Land productivity stagnated or declined as a result.

*Poverty*

Agricultural production constitutes the most important source of income and employment for the majority of households in Sub-Saharan Africa. By stimulating agricultural production, market reforms were expected to improve rural incomes and alleviate poverty. In many Sub-Saharan African countries, rural poverty rates have declined since the 1980s. Although not all of the decline can be attributed to agricultural reforms, this trend challenges the view that the rural poor have been adversely affected by agricultural market liberalization.

*Changes in producer food prices have had mixed effects*

The impact of market reforms on income through changes in food prices has varied across countries and crops, in large part owing to differences in prior conditions and levels of intervention. Many smallholder farmers in Sub-Saharan Africa are net foodgrain buyers. Therefore, in the short run, higher farm prices could be detrimental to these households unless market reform can reduce the margin between producer and consumer prices. For example, one-third of rice farmers that fell below the poverty line were hurt by higher and more variable rice prices following agricultural market liberalization in Madagascar. However, in countries such as Côte d'Ivoire, where both
agricultural production and household food consumption are diversified, increases in producer prices had no significant impact on the rural poor.

A larger marketable surplus is usually associated with larger and wealthier farms, and therefore higher farm prices tend to favor the better-off farmers more than the poor ones. In East and Southern Africa, however, reforms have resulted in lower farm prices, thereby hurting commercial farmers. Some households may produce mainly for subsistence, especially in remote areas, and therefore will have little or no contact with agricultural markets and will be insulated from changes in product prices.

*Market reforms have reduced consumer food prices*

Although market reforms could lead to higher farm prices, they could simultaneously reduce consumer prices by decreasing marketing costs. Increased competition and greater efficiency brought about by liberalization have reduced marketing margins in many African countries, thereby benefiting both food producers and consumers. In Ghana, food prices have decreased since the reforms, in part because investments in roads and better trucks have reduced marketing costs. In East and Southern Africa, maize meal production has shifted to cheaper mills, offsetting the price increases that came with the elimination of consumer price subsidies. Overall, consumer prices for major food crops have fallen in a number of countries, including Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Mali, Tanzania, and Zambia.

*Reforms reduced market inefficiencies, offsetting some of the negative effects of price rises*

Even if food crop prices did rise, their negative impact on net food buyers and poor consumers was mitigated by a reduction in market inefficiency following liberalization. Before reforms, many governments were ineffective in providing cheap food to the most needy and created many marketing inefficiencies. As a result, many poor consumers had to rely on parallel markets to meet their food requirements because government-subsidized grain was often rationed or poorly targeted.

*Higher export crop prices have benefited export crop farmers*

Devaluation and export market liberalization increased the income of small export growers by about 20 percent on average between 1990 and 1997, although this varied greatly across countries and crops. The income of poor and nonpoor rural households has increased in several countries, including Benin, Cameroon, Gambia, Madagascar, Malawi, Niger, and Uganda. Small-scale cotton growers in Benin and producers of cashew nuts and tobacco in Tanzania have benefited from higher producer prices thanks to declining marketing margins and the depreciation of the real exchange rate. Similarly, following the liberalization of burley tobacco production and marketing in Malawi, increased tobacco production increased the cash income of smallholder farmers in that country.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, the evidence indicates that rural poverty has fallen in many African countries. In Tanzania, for example, a comparison of pre- and postreform household surveys suggests that rural incomes and poverty declined between the late 1970s and the early 1990s. Similarly, a comparison of two household surveys in Uganda estimates that the incidence of poverty fell from 56 percent in 1992 to 46 percent in 1996. Using an index that combines information on the ownership of household assets and housing characteristics, another study finds that rural poverty declined in Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Mali, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia. In half of the countries, poverty fell more than 9 percentage points. The evidence was mixed in Senegal, and poverty increased in Zimbabwe.

The future of agricultural market reform in Sub-Saharan Africa

The reform efforts of the 1980s and late 1990s have generated a positive response in the agricultural sector of Sub-Saharan Africa. Despite the progress that has been made, however, the results of market reform have generally not met expectations, and much remains to be done.

The reforms focused on eliminating government control and increasing the producer price of tradable agricultural commodities but placed little emphasis on developing the institutions needed to support private sector activity. Improving price incentives and liberalizing markets were expected to be enough to generate a supply response and create well-functioning markets. The private sector was expected to take over the institutional functions the state had been providing. The reality has been quite different. While private trade has increased in virtually all agricultural markets, the private sector has been unable or unwilling to supply credit and marketing services in remote areas. And although the elimination of policies enforcing a uniform, nationwide price has been a boon for many producers and consumers close to markets, it has often left farmers in remote areas worse off than they were before liberalization.

Constraints to further reform

Sub-Saharan Africa faces a number of constraints in its efforts to reduce poverty through agricultural market development. These constraints include:
* Structural factors: Investments in infrastructure, communication, research and extension, and marketing information have been reduced as part of broader budget-cutting efforts.

* Institutional factors: Government regulations regarding property rights, quality control, contract enforcement, and good governance continue to be weak.

* Implementation factors: The reform process has suffered from incomplete reforms, delays, and reversals owing to a lack of government commitment and political opposition by those with a vested interest in the status quo.

* Exogenous factors: Drought, disease, war, and civil strife have contributed to the poor economic performance of Sub-Saharan Africa.

These constraints mean that traders in the region still face a great deal of risk. Transaction costs are generally high and unstable, and postreform marketing systems do not operate efficiently yet, nor do they provide market stability. Improving price incentives for farmers, while necessary, has not been enough to boost production. Furthermore, in liberalized food- and cash-crop markets, farmers have less access to credit to purchase modern inputs. Finally, Sub-Saharan African governments still intervene in agricultural marketing activities in many countries, sometimes because of market failures.

What must be done to overcome the remaining constraints and make agricultural market reform more effective?

A new agenda

Further progress in developing well-functioning markets will require not only further liberalization but also a more concerted effort to go beyond the withdrawal of the public sector from agricultural marketing. The state must assume a new, supportive role as market facilitator. One aspect of this role is to strengthen investment in public goods such as infrastructure, research and extension, and public market information. The second is to foster institutions required for the development of competitive and efficient markets. The new agenda for market development in Sub-Saharan Africa includes the following eight priorities:

1. Fully implement all reforms

Experience shows that market performance improves and marketing costs fall once the government no longer monopolizes trade.

2. Find institutional solutions to provide input credit to farmers

Credit for input use can be provided through a number of institutional innovations, including contract farming, credit associations, group lending, and farmers' organizations.

3. Develop a legal infrastructure for market transactions

This long-term step will reduce the risk of investment and decrease transaction costs for both farmers and traders by clarifying property rights, enforcing contracts, ensuring quality control, and establishing rules of market conduct, among other legal concerns.
4. Increase investment in infrastructure and institutions

Higher productivity and effective markets require investment in research and extension, access to market information, and efficient transportation and communication networks.

5. Promote effective governance and state capacity to monitor market development

Proper governance will prevent investment from being channeled to rentseeking groups and will ensure that funds are distributed to their intended uses. Improved state capacity to monitor market development would allow governments to anticipate undesirable market developments and devise appropriate responses to eventual short-term difficulties in a timely and effective manner.

6. Encourage smallholder production of export crops

In many areas, food and export crop production are highly complementary and export crop production has positive spillover effects on input use and food crop productivity. Therefore, promoting smallholder production of export crops should have beneficial impacts on agricultural production in general and on the food security and income of smallholder farmers in particular.

7. Address the problems of vulnerable groups in remote areas

Farmers in remote rural areas have suffered from the loss of parastatal activity and official pricing that effectively subsidized high transportation costs. Short-term targeted interventions may be needed to alleviate these problems.

8. Institute credible, sustainable macroeconomic policies

Indirect taxation through overvalued exchange rates and protective industrial policies can have a more negative effect on agricultural incentives than direct taxation. In addition, stable and predictable macroeconomic policies encourage savings and investment and focus private sector effort on efficiency rather than on anticipating and reacting to macroeconomic shocks.
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Illustrations

Figure 1. *Net per capita agricultural production, 1961-1997.*

Figure 2. *Difference in marketing margins between central markets in selected countries.*


Notes: With the exception of Ethiopia, margins are the relative margin, defined as the price spread divided by the producer price. For Benin, the price spread for maize is between Parakou and Cotonou for the periods 1985-1989 and 1990-1995. For Malawi, price spread for maize is between Nikhotakota and Lilongwe for the period 1984-1987 and 1988-1991. For Ethiopia, the price spread for teff is the absolute margin between Addis Ababa and Bako for the period 1986-1996.
Figure 3. Net per capita food production, 1996-1997.


Notes: Each graph line represents the index for that region divided by the index for that region divided by the index for all regions.

Figure 4. Global fertilizer application rates, by region.

Table 1. Extent of food marketing reform in selected countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Output market</th>
<th>Wheat imports</th>
<th>Rice imports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>Tubers</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Teff, maize, wheat</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Tubers</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>Millet, sorghum</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: * Major restrictions on procurement and sales. # Limited intervention by state regulatory agency.
- No information on food security stocks. #: State monopoly. #: No monopoly.
- Data not available.

Table 2. Extent of market reform in the export crop sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>Marketing channel after reforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>Full parastate control of prices, marketing and inputs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Cocoa, coffee</td>
<td>Liberalized marketing and export starting in 1994 for both crops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote d'Ivoire</td>
<td>Cocoa</td>
<td>Caisse de stabilization until 1993, liberalized thereafter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>Cocoa</td>
<td>Full parastate control of prices and marketing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>All marketing through private auctions with low competition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>Full parastate control of prices, marketing, and inputs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Cocoa</td>
<td>Complete liberalization in a short period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>Groundnuts</td>
<td>No market自由化, marketed as oil. Marketing and processing mostly parastate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Coffee, cotton, cashew</td>
<td>Coffee largely liberalized in 1990-1991. Cotton partially liberalized at first, now fully; Cashew, State-run cooperative unions continue to compete with the private sector but handle a small share of crop output.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Coffee</td>
<td>Full liberalization, with parastates primarily playing a regulatory function.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 3. Global fertilizer application rate, by region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed countries</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economies in transition</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near East and North Asia</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia and Southeast Asia</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: FAOSTAT 1998 (statistical database of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations).
Note: kg stands for kilograms, ha for hectares.